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Nixons visit opened China to the world and to internal reform and national development, said Solomon. Within a relatively short
period of time, China went from a largely peasant nation, with 80 percent of its people living in rural area, to an industrialized
country with more than half of its population living in urban areas. The BBC's Yuwen Wu was a young student in and reflects on
how China prepared for what Nixon described as "the week that changed the world".
"Nixon and Mao, The Week that changed the World" takes the reader into the days of the early s when the Cold War threatened the
peace of the world and the slightest gestures between the leaders of superpower nations could have profound amisboutiquex.coms:
MacMillans work juxtaposes a lively play-by-play of the visits trivialities (first lady Pat Nixons squeal of delight when Chou
promised two panda bears to the U.S., for example) with savvy estimates of the geopolitical consequences for the principals,
America and China, and the fallout for Taiwan, Vietnam, Russia, India, Pakistan, and Korea. President Richard Nixons trip to China
in was the week that changed the world, according to Ambassador Nicholas Platt, who accompanied the President on the historic
delegation, at an event organized by Asia Society at UC Berkeley. Sep 01, nixon meets mao the week that changed the world In
General, with President Nixon visit to mainland China, along with his staff, there was some pros, but much more cons with this visit.
Especially with what was the end result, with the aftermath/5. Nixon and Mao: The Week That Changed the World by Margaret
MacMillan Margaret MacMillan, praised as a superb writer who can bring history to life (The Philadelphia Inquirer), brings her
extraordinary gifts to one of the most important subjects todaythe relationship between the United States and Chinaand one of the
most significant moments in modern history/5(7). Assignment: China - The Week that Changed the World Richard Nixon described
his trip to China as "the week that changed the world." This segment in the USC U.S.-China Institute's series on American reporting
on China focuses on coverage of that historic summit. President Nixon meets with China's Communist Party Leader, Mao Tse- Tung
Young girl dressed in soldier attire at the arrival of the press plane in Peking, China To the extent possible under law, Nixon
Presidential Library Education Team has waived all copyright and related or neighboring rights to " Nixon Visits China: The Week
that Changed the World ". Nixon in China: The Week That Changed the World Hardcover by Margaret MacMillan (Author) Be the
first to review this item. See all 4 formats and editions Hide other formats and editions. Price New from Used from Hardcover
"Please retry" $ Author: Margaret MacMillan.
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